ARIZONA STATE SENATE
Fifty-second Legislature - First Regular Session

MEETING NOTICE

COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

DATE: Tuesday, March 10, 2015
TIME: 2:00 P.M.
ROOM: SHR 1

SENATORS: Ableser Miranda Burges, Vice-Chairman
Begay Pierce Worsley, Chairman
Dial

1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Approval of Minutes
4. Consideration of Bills

Bills | Short Title | Subject of Strike Everything Amendment
--- | --- | ---
HB2092 | military scholarship special plates (Borrelli, Cardenas, Finchem, et al) | |
HB2398 | residential tow truck parking; limitation (Pratt) | |
HB2422 | vehicle towing (Fann) | |
HB2522 | special plates; health sciences; hockey (Gray, Lesko: Livingston, et al) | |
HB2524 | firefighters; professional golf; special plates (Stevens) | |
HB2365 | off-highway vehicles; enforcement (Thorpe: Cardenas) | |
HB2523 | towed vehicles; local authority (Gray, Stevens: Fann) | |
HB2609 | license plates; trailers; issuance(now: reciprocal driver license agreements) (Gray) | |
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